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Random auto break-ins
greet returningstuden ts
as new semester begins
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Student reaction to
Martin Luther King Day
The "Commitment to action" theme of
MLK activities raises concerns for some.
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Religion and Regis in
perspective
Are Religious Studies courses
connecting with students? Is the
University imposing religion? Article
offers non-scientific findings on the
relationship between Regis and
Religion.
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Apocalypse and apathy.
about predictions .. .
STORY, 6

by Christy McFadden
Tuesday, January 19 was the first day of classes for many
students. However, for some students, that day was a cause of
even more stress than usual. Eight cars parked randomly
behind O'Connell, DeSmet and in Loyola I were broken into
early Tuesday morning, some time between one and three a.m.,
depending on who you talk to.
Most of the cars suffered some window damage. The
theives then proceeded to merely rummage through
compartments and trunks. This was the good news. However,
some were not so lucky. Some people are now missing
miscellaneous clothing items, CDs, golf clubs, and a cell
phone. No stereos were stolen from any of the cars, according
to Campus Security.
The target suspects are neighborhood kids, somewhere in
their teen years. Earlier in the same night, security officials
reported having seen five youth on campus in the parking lots,
but when they tried to stop them, they ran. Needless to say, no
identification was made, and a connection may not exist
According to campus security and students living on
campus, these break-ins do not occur often. Security also
suggested that break-ins appear to happen when students return
from Christmas break. Security officials speculate that the
youth expect to find new gifts and items left unpacked in cars.
AC)!:) b.cLcation Theatre ~ears at Regis An etlriatl.), averse cast of ch.racter5. a.ong v.ith
Since the incident, security has increased staff and
origra. nwic:. 6ecre& ligrUgtrl:s the cfyT1imC5 of [.j.jng i1 the age of M>!:J
frequency of parking area patrols. Red flyers, found on cars
and posted around campus, are the result of an effort to make
people on campus aware of the occurence. Security reminds
members of the Regis community not to keep anything of
value in cars. Valuables should be kept in offices or left at
home.
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by Mary McCafferty

A previous article reported on the policies of the bookstore, such as who sets
the prices, the average life span of books, and buyback criteria. Regis Bookstore
by Andy Schilling
actually prices their books at about the same price as two other bookstores: the
symbiotic relationship is at
The year two thousand
Auraria campus bookstore and the Tattered Cover. Regis and the Tattered Cover
all levels of society, from
problem. It has the potential
defense, to transportation, to have most of the same prices. Auraria tends to have slightly lower prices, except on
to be a modem apocalypse
paperback fiction. Here is a breakdown of the prices:
banks. Computers sit at the
in our technology dependent
The American Heritage College Dictionary (3rd edition):
very foundations of modern
world. Many leaders are
Tattered
Cover: $24.00
civilization. Computers
prophesying doom. Some,
Auraria
campus:
$22.95
provide
numerous
on the other hand, feel it is
Regis Bookstore: $24.00
conveniences and necessities
just an over blown glitch
Cracking the GRE (Princeton Review):
including warmth,
that is being exploited by
Tattered Cover: $18.00
electricity,
and
food
on
the
lawyers and software
Auraria campus: $15.00
shelves. If the systems for
companies at the cost of the
Regis
Bookstore: $18.00
supermarkets, utility
public. What is the year two
Divine Secrets of the Ya Ya Sisterhood (paperback):
and
gas
companies,
thousand glitch and why is it
Tattered Cover: $14.00
companies shut down or
such a big problem? More
Auraria campus: $15.00
malfunctioned on January
importantly, how will it
Regis Bookstore: $14.00
first
in
the
year
2000,
effect you?
Anatomy of the Spirit (paperback):
citizens could wake to a
The year two thousand
Tattered
Cover: $14.00
scene which would rapidly
problem is very real. What
Auraria campus: $15.00
become biblical.
will actually happen in the
Regis Bookstore: $14.00
Those are the worst of
year two thousand is
Microsoft Word '97 (the program):
the
fears.
The
problem
is
anyone's guess but the
Tattered Cover: not available
this: for years many
possibilities are calamitous.
Auraria campus: $85.95
computer programs were
The fact of the matter is that
Regis Bookstore: $89.95
written
in
languages,
the United States and its
Auraria campus has the best prices for some, but is a dollar more on
primarily COBOL, which
citiiens have become
paperback
books. Regis Bookstore and the Tattered Cover have the same prices
had only two places for the
cyborgs to an extent.
for these four, though a comparison of every book in stock was not made. The
year
to
be
entered.
Therefore
Americans are dependent on
these computers don't know Tattered Cover does not sell computer software, making it convenient to buy it at
computers in very real and
Regis. For the most part, the prices at the Regis Bookstore are reasonable.
·
necessary ways. Thjs
please see pg. 6
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Letters to the Editor
December 17, 1998
Editor: Highlander
The best words in Matt Brozovich's final
column were"... and then get the hell out of
here." May your tribe never increase. The
title of your so-called journalism, "The Dark
Side," fits you well.
I do hope that when you send your
resumes to TIME magazine, Micro-Soft,
Harvard grad school and Boston Market that
you give a sample of your classy thinking and
writing. Examples from your final column:
"Margaret ... 'stay real' was the best advice I
ever received, and I'll miss getting smoothies
with you, exchanging perversions, and of
course I'll miss telling you about my bowel
movements."
"After four and a half years of textbooks,
professors, and all-nighters, I just have one
thing to say. Get some." Save some of the
gems you have foisted on your column and
share them with your posterity. Choose the
least worst of your columns and send it to the
alumni office. It can then be enclosed in their
next fund.raiser letter. The generous donors
that help Regis U. and its student newspaper
stay afloat will have a few bowel movement
problems too.
"I'm sure," you write, "many faculty,
administration and students are happily
awaiting the day that I get my diploma, stop
writing for the Highlander, and get arrested for
indecent exposure while flashing patrons over
their Play Again Sam breakfast plates at my
local Denny's." You got to be kidding. Kidding
yourself: that is. You seem to be harboring the
self-aggrandizing opinion that da gang will
miss you, that you added some value to their
lives. Nay, sonny. For you to "stay real" you
must first be in touch with the real. There is
hardly any de facto evide~ce of that at this
moment.
Finally, your words: "Over my four and a
half years at this grand institute of morally
correct, decent, Christian folk" ... blah, blah,
blah. Do you have any excuse or complaint or
simple explanation why nothing seems to have
rubbed off after all that time here?

support for me; and I have stayed in touch
for something, you fall for anything". After
with many alumni/ae from this important
reading these articles I wonder, and worry
period in their lives. Their open-hearted
about, what Regis stands for? And, more
inquiries into the mystery of life, their quest
importantly, I lament what we might be falling
for - and questions about - a deeper faith,
for. I in no way espouse an academic rigidity
and their humor and hope attest to years at
or prejudice, but I do expect a value-centered
Regis that were both informative and
Catholic, Jesuit University to present
formative for them and for me.
attractively the perspective of the durable
The article asking "ls Regis Religious?"
Faith and Tradition (both Catholic and Jesuit)
(p. 11) haunted a whole night's sleep. I agree
that founded it and which it now represents.
with Fr. Sheeran that Regis, in the name of
moral and academic freedom, does not impose
Sincerely,
faith but invites students to a deeper faith
through honest dialogue. At all stages of life,
Thomas W. Cummings, S.J.
faith lives in the mystery of doubt much like
Superior: Xavier Jesuit Center
life itself lives with the mystery of death.
St. Augustine in his remarkable
Confessions speaks of a fides quaereos
intellectum (a faith constantly seeking a newer
understanding) that becomes the haJlmark of
Opinion articles are created from the
the true Christian. The contemporary Jesuit
perceptions of their particular author. And
theologian, Karl Rabner, further maintains that
generally, news articles are the result of
the mark of a good Christian is to penetrate
compiling information through interviewing
doubt and thereby experience a daily
people and checking factual data.
conversion that deepens and personalizes faith.
Matt Brozovich's farewell opinion piece
Fr. Sheeran supports such assertions by
was not an attempt at satire "to inspire a
emphasizing that "It's our job to make sure
remodeling of the institution being criticized."
(that) the clear teachings of the Catholic
Brozovich was not critiquing Regis University.
Church are presented effectively, and in an
In fact, Brozovich thanked this institution of
inviting way." What I worry about is precisely
higher education stating in his unique way: "I
"the invitation". Are students on this campus
stand firm in my beliefs more to this day than
given an authentic and attractive Catholic
I ever have, and I suppose I can thank Regis
vision of a priceless tradition and of the
for that." Normally, I wouldn't respond to
distinctive "sacramental imagination" that no
letters, but in this instance I feel like the
other faith so perfectly presents? When
person
attacked has no means of defense. One
Religious Studies classes are cited by a
particular sentence in Mr. Sunderland's letter
substantial percentage of students "as
struck a nerve: "You seem to be harboring the
contributing to their negative views toward
self-aggrandizing opinion that da gang will
religion, which includes the Catholic Church,"
miss you, that you added some value to their
then I wonder if we are not betraying our
lives." Despite its mean-spirited tone,
mission to present the Catholic faith in an
Sunderland must have forgotten that on
inviting way. My being Christian; and my
November 16, he wrote the Highlander to
being Jesuit continues to be my fullest
thank Brozovich and others for their writing
expression of being Catholic. If a student has
about the death of Matthew Shepard. If
not been exposed to God's infallible (i.e.
Brozovich did not add something of value to
unfailing) promise to be with us through all
this paper, I would be under the impression
that God has created (water, fire, oil, food,
that a man of Sunderland's respect and
forgiving words, etc.) then they are cavalierly
influence would not have acknowledged his
rejecting what they have never experienced.
prior
work.
Jim Sunderland
This is hardly an act of true freedom. In fact it
Regis Alum
The news article, "Is Regis Religious,"
can become a reactive stance that motivates an
ran in the Dec. 7 Highlander issue. In this
"eclectic spirituality" which comforts instantly
article, John Muir bravely dived into a
Dear Editor,
but not permanently.
cauldron of potential controversy by
For the past four years, students at Regis
A contemporary piece of country western
discussing views on religion and faith. His
have been a real source of inspiration and
music repeatedly refrains: "If you don't stand
purpose was to raise critical questions.
Evidently he achieved this aim (see Thomas
APOLOGIES:
Cummings, SJ., letter-to-the-editor). Ifooe
were to talk with Muir regarding this topic,
The author of the opinion piece, "Racism and its aftermath: A Cau casian Problem", that
one would soon realize that he is a man of
ran the HIGHLANDER'S Vol. 81, No. 7, was Jamal Al-Sultan Bin Malik Nzokah.
deep faith. His informal study was performed
in the hope that, in the future, Regis will not
be afraid to be more Catholic. The conclusions
he draws can not be ignored by those who
value the Jesuit Tradition.
He attempted to present a fair article,
interviewing students, Fr. Sheeran, and an
instructor. Perhaps this article was questioning
the idea that the lines of "academic rigidity"
and academic freedom need to be less
The time is soon approaching to accept applications for next year's
permeable at Regis. It is indeed because of our
Jesuit Tradition that we are able to have a
Romero House Community. Interested individuals should be open to
public discussion on this matter, without fear
of
retaliation or exile. Allow this article to be a
growing in faith, living a simple lifestyle in community, exploring
catalyst for positive change, rather than
discount it for its surface appearance of
social justice issues and undertaking community service. Committing
cynicism. If one reads closely, one wiJJ see
that "Regis university generally lives up to the
yourself to Romero House is both a unique and rewarding experience,
belief not to impose religion," but that many
students appear to lack a serious understanding
as well as a tremendous challenge. Is Romero House calling YOU?
of religion and faith to begin with, a problem
Religious Studies courses have yet faced. The
Stop by the Center for Service Learning or Campus Ministry for more
article is challenging this institution to set the
• bar a little higher.

information, or call Mary O'Neill at x3660.

--Your Editor-in-Chief
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Reflections on MLK Day activities
Is the Regis community merely honoring agreat man of
the past, or looking to a future of action?
by Andy Schilling
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January 18, 1999 was Martin Luther King
Jr. Day. Regis University marked the
anniversary of King's birth with a variety of
activities on January 21. These included a
speech by Tim Wise in the morning, break-out
discussion groups, and even a classy-if
Marriott food can ever be called classy-dinner
with singing groups and a Jazz poetry group.
Reactions to the different activities varied.
I was sitting at the dinner and I began to

then they are going to feel more welcome.
But also if potential professors see minority
students happy here then they are going to feel
more welcome."
Minority enrollment in Regis College is
in the mid-teens. 15% of this year's seniors
identified themselves as a member of a
minority on their applications. 16% of this
year's freshmen did the same thing. In both
classes the bulk of the minority students

look around at the faces of my feIJow diners.
It came as no surprise to me that those who

marked that they were Hispanic. According to

Fawcett, Regis offers no specific minority
were eating the food looked like children
scholarships, though some students are
~ taking some awful medicine. What surprised
undoubtedly here with minority scholarships
a me is that was the way everyone's face looked. from other sources. Also there are many
Nobody seemed really to be getting a lot out
minority students here on athletic, merit, needChor perfornmc<!! ti1<!! <!!\lm,g of M,rm Lul:M ~ D a y ~ at Regis. Reactions by two sb.Jd..mb to ti1<!!
of the evening's entertainment. They seemed,
based or other supplementary funding.
day·s <!!\l<!!!TI:S aid ti1<!! ~ < ! ! S of 6',<!!alu!r Tm \VIS<!! aid won:shop fad.itators i!T<!! on His pagt!..
Fawcett also pointed out that the number of
instead, to be taking some sort of medicine.
Based on the looks on those faces and
minority students in the ELS program or the
conversations I have had with several people,
School for Professional Studies is far greater
then the number in Regis College.
including some from the Multi-Cultural
Affairs Committee (MCAC), I think there are
Fawcett and Justin Walker, MCAC
member, had several suggestions for Regis
two ways people can experience MLK Day.
The first is simply as an experience. It is
students. Although Regis is located in a
possible to go the activities and come away
predominantly Hispanic neighborhood, many
students don't interact with locals. Sometimes
feeling better about one's self and to feel like
being a good and friendly neighbor is enough.
you honored a great man of the past. The
other, I think, is to act on King's legacy. Racial They also suggested that students be
differences do still cause strife in our society.
welcoming to members of minorities on
They are not a thing of the past. MLK Day
campus. If a minority individual feels
can either be a day to honor an individual, like
welcome on campus they are more likely to
President's Day; or it can be a day to look at
recommend Regis to others. If ELS students
the world and to act on Dr. King's Legacy. It
feel like part of the Regis Community then
they will be. In addition students can support
can either be medicine or an alarm clock.
political actions such as Affinnative Action.
So I began to wonder how people here at
Regis are responding. Jessica Fawcett and
Or they can simply join groups like MCAC
Angie Tirella are representatives to the
that promote awareness. MCAC meets
:;i minority Student Recruitment Committee.
weekly and a student could call 964-5376 for
~ This recently formed committee is a
meeting dates and times. Fawcett and Walker
~ subsidiary of the Diversity Task Force here at
feel that the "the first step is awareness." That
-~ Regis. The Diversity Task Force focuses on
was the purpose of the activities on MLK day.
~ welcoming and recruiting minority faculty and The next step is important as well. In order
~ students. "It's really a question of the chicken
for that awareness to mean something one
~ or the egg," Fawcett pointed out. "If student
must act on it.
o. applicants see minority professors happy here,

'Commitment to action' begins with personal change
by Mary O'Neill
Recently, I participated in a retreat with
the students I live with at Romero House. The
guest speaker posed the question, "What are
you doing to serve others?" As I paused to
reflect, I knew I could always do more. To
me, that is what the Jesuit principle of magis
means. In addition to my belief that I am not
doing enough, I am also concerned that I will
become compalacent to the state of the world
and become paralyzed with a learned
helplessness. It is easy to see how this might
happen. Bombs are dropped on Iraq as we surf
television channels. A young man was
murdered on a fence post north of Denver
simply because he was gay. We wipe out a
million and a half unborn children in one year
alone in the United States. The starving of
millions barely catches our attention. Children
work tirelessly at sewing machines so we can
wear the latest fad. In today's world, human
life.is not valued. If Jesus incarnate returned to
our world today, you can bet that he would not
tolerate these injustices. So, why do we?
Jfyou are anything like me, you may feel
a discrepancy between the words you speak
against injustice and the action you actually
take. All too often, my own words do not

reflect the manner in which I live my life. In
addressing Martin Luther King's "A
Commitment to Action," I asked myself,
"What does that really mean? Where does a
commitment to action begin?"
The commitment to action starts within
each of us. Before we are able to enact change
in society, we must first change ourselves. The
commitment to action lies within. We must
acknowledge our own corruption and turn
away from the sin of our own prejudices. A
conversion takes place within our own hearts
that then frees us to enact change.
The commitment to action begins with
admitting that the gospel is radical. Jesus was
radical. Martin Luther King, Jr. was radical.
Both were martyred for their radical stances.
Are we willing to do the same? Are we
willing to be persecuted for taking a stand? Be
careful before answering these questions.
Think Jong and hard about it. Pray about it.
The guarantee is that yes, indeed, we wiH be
persecuted for making a commitment to act
and to enact change.
Martyr though he was, King was an
ordinary human who took the radical message
of the gospel to heart. It is easy to say that

King had some sort of special vocation, and it
is true that he was an extraordinary man.
However, it is also all too easy to let ourselves
off the hook and expect others to pick up the
slack. Our call is no different than King's. If
we proclaim ourselves to be Christian, we must
accept the truth that we will sometimes be
persecuted for putting our faith into practice.
John's gospel says that it is by our Jove
alone for one another that others will recognize
us as disciples of Christ. Love one another as I
have loved you. The message of Jesus is to
radically love each member of the human
family. This means acting with love toward
those who instinctively disgust us: the person
who killed King, Matthew Shepherd's killers,
Saddam Hussein, doctors who perform
abortions. Our ability to love is tested
constantly. It is by God's grace alone that we
find ourselves able to respond with radical
love. The love that Jesus gave us was not only
the love of the baby in the manger but also the
love of the man who carried his cross to the
hill at Calvary. No less is expected of us. If
we are to commit ourselves to action, we must
take up our cross every day.
It is a tough question: am I willing to

make a commitment to action? Making a
commitment to action is "dangerous" because
it implies personal conversion. Before we can
expect to change society, we must first change
ourselves. And change is painful. Growth
hurts. King paid the ultimate price for it. A
commitment to action is dangerous because we
can no longer claim ignorance when we open
our eyes to the roots of injustice. We are
obligated to respond. We must acknowledge
the role we play in perpetuating an unjust
society. It is akin to holding a mirror to your
face and disliking what you see. We must
admit our own prejudices. We are all guilty.
However, the hope lies in that when we
recognize our faults, we are then set free to
take action and enact change.
Archbishop Oscar Romero, who was also
martyred, once said that it's impossible to take
action around every issue, but once we realiz.e
this impossibility, we are liberated, because it
allows us to at least do something. Where are
you being called to conversion? What lights a
fire within you? Where's your passion?
Respond to that fire; it's the work of the Holy
Spirit within you, giving you the strength to be
bold in speaking out against injustice.
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Tai Chi: Connect to your inner energy
the body. These elements include organs such as the intestines, gall
By Christy McFadden
bladder, stomach, and other organs of the lower-abdominal area. The 72
The words "Tai Chi" mean many things to people. Most people
Terrestrial Deities refer to the yin elements in the body. These elements
think that Tai Chi is some form ofTae Kwon Do and that it has to do
include the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys. Performing all 108
with kicking and defensive strategies and things of that nature. Just for
movements
symbolizes the union of the human body's yin and yang
the record, Tai Chi is nothing like that
elements.
Tai Chi is a new class offered at Regis on Tuesdays and
~•
Melissa River, an employee on campus and a member of
Thursdays from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. starting February 2 and
-Jr
the
Taoist Tai Chi society, teaches the class. She has taught
running through April 29. The class will be held in the Coors
~
~
Tai
Chi for two years, but last semester was her first class
Life Directions Center.
here on campus.
Tai Chi originally began in the 9th century by Li Tao;
~
Almost everyone in her fall semester class thoroughly
tzu, who collected a series of 37 movements he called
~
f
enjoyed
it. They reported enjoying the time ofth~ class:
"Earlier Heaven Movements." The movements were used to
., 1- \ ~o which was held mid-day, as a nice break and that 1t pr_ovided
achieve the state of Tai Chi, a complement of yin and yang
/ Ch
new energy to make it through the afternoon. The class 1s good
energies in the body. Its goal was to transform the body and
for
all
ages and all physical abilities. Everyone in the class is
mind so that immortality might be attained. Another belief of Tai Chi
is that the external form is not important. It is the internal effects of body supportive, feeding off of each other's energies.
Participants can sign up by contacting River at x36 l 6, or by
transformation that are sought after.
showing
up the first day of class to register. The class costs $70 for fullThe Taoist Tai Chi set includes 108 movements. The number 108 is
time students for all three months, or just $25 a month. For others the
significant because it represents the 36 Celestial Deities and 72
cost is $80 for all three months or $30 each month.
Terrestrial Deities. The 36 Celestial Deities refer to the yang elements in

I-

Unsolved cone-napping frustrates Marriott's Greg Klose
by Jason Beyers
REGIS - In a recent HIGHLANDER issue,
the traumatic story of a man and his dealings
with a horrific conenapping were reported.
Here's the latest scoop - there is no latest
scoop.
It was hoped that following the public
outcry of rage and sorrow stemming from the
previous article that the cone might safely be
returned to its owner. However, at last report,
Greg Klose, Food Service Director, has yet to
hear word of reuniting with his beloved cone.
In his desperation, Klose has placed a price tag
on its safe return: "I'll pay up to $29.95!" In
this era of materialism, it is unfortunate that
Klose had to resort to money for the reunion of
man and cone.

Last week Klose placed a sign in the
student center proclaiming: "Mr. Marriott's
leaving. Will pay ransom." Obviously, these
heinous individuals do not have a heart. "It's
[the cone] a near and dear part ofmy life," said
Klose. Hopefully, a few prank-driven thugs
will not tarnish his time at Regis.
Actually, as Rose Enos, Administrative
Assistant at Marriott, puts it, "He loves it. The
whole thing." Klose concedes it definitely has
added to his stay at Regis. "It puts some fun in
my day-to-day activities." That is why he has
played along with the ransom notes. Klose is
an outstanding sport who brings humor and fup.
to Regis.
Besides placing a price tag on the cone,
there was one additional development. Klose

recovered a lost R-fiJe (ransom file). It was an
11-page note delivered at the beginning of the
school year, which specifically requested a
meal of bratwurst, sauerkraut, cheese soup, and
Lucky Charms treats. He, of course, fulfilled
the demand.
Ultimately, there are two sides to any
story. If the Lucky Charms loving
conenappers are out there, and they want their
version of the events to be told, this reporter is
extending an invitation for a confidential
interview. If the offer is intriguing, just place a
note in the Judicial Board message box in the
Student Activities office addressed to Jason
Beyer outlining a method of communication.
Remember that identities will not be leaked.
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Reluctancy surrounds topic of religion at Regis
" ... Catholicism should
be inviting here":
The confusion about
presenting Catholicism
at a school like Regis
by John Muir
In a recent interview, Regis president Fr.
Sheeran said that Regis University aims to
present Catholicism in an inviting but not
imposing way. In a recent survey, students
across the board agreed that Catholicism is not
presented in an imposing way at Regis. With
this settled, further research has analyzed the
complex issues surrounding an academic
institution trying to effectively present religion
in an inviting way.
Some professors seem to feel that it is
"just not that simple" to say that Catholicism
should be presented as inviting. "We're an
academic department," said Religious Studies
professor of 33 years, Dr. Randy Lumpp.
"We're not campus ministry, or even theology."
For many professors, the responsibility lies
near the idea of inspiring critical thinking
about religion.
"I want to invite students to take seriously
the human obligation to think seriously and
critically about religion," said another
professor from the Religious Studies

department, Dr. John Kane. "I'm not preaching. plague students graduating from both public
I'm just getting students to think critically
and private high schools.
about what goes into life."
The reason this is a problem is that Regis
Lumpp agrees. "We want to get people to
is fundamentally a Jesuit and Catholic
think about religion
University. The Jesuits
academically. Some people are
traditionally encourage students to
very confused about religion."
critically and honestly analyze all
Kane, who has taught a
academic matters-including
class entitled "Christian Love
religion. As professors begin to
The issues
and Marriage," admits that
realize that many students do not
Catholicism is a strong
understand their own faith-the faith
undercurrent in his classes.
that is the heart of the Universitysurrounding
"Typically, 70 percent of the
the question arises: do Regis
professors have any kind of
class is Catholic. and I try to
recognize this background. (In
Catholicism at obligation to promote sound
the marriage class) we talk about
Catholic understanding in the
issues with sex and marriage,
academic arena?
Regis University
and what the students' traditions
One unpopular solution is
making the required Jleligious
have to offer. Catholicism does
have a primacy in this class."
Studies classes contain more
are fllled with
Kane admits that a
essentially Catholic material. Many
fundamental problem with which
professors feel that requiring any
some of his fellow faculty
paradoxes and Catholic courses would be worse
struggle is how to deal with the
than no religion courses at all.
"Requiring a class is the kiss of
apparent weakening of the
students' basic knowledge of the
catch-22's.
death," Lumpp said. "All we can
Catholic faith. Research suggests
hope to do is inspire further
that the past few decades have
interest." Citing St Thomas,
seen a steady decline in students'
Lumpp added, "But you can't love
understanding of Catholic
what you don't know."
fundamentals. Sheeran agrees that a growing
The issues surrounding Catholicism at
number of Catholic students today lack
Regis University are filled with paradoxes and
adequate understanding of their own faith.
catch-22's. If students do not understand the
"Many kids don't know what it is to be
religion upon which the University is founded,
Catholic," Sheeran said. The problem seems to
then the critical and honest religious

Is Regis Religjous? was
the title of an arttcle that ran in
the Vol 81, No. 7 issue of the
Regis University HIGHLANDER
by John Muir. Here are some =pis from
that piece:
"How does attending Regis University affect the
ways students view religion and faith? This is the
primary question posed by a student-lead
investigation that analyzes the role offaith and
religion at Regis University by considering issues
surrounding the Jesuit tradition and the role ofthe
Catholic Church at.Regis. The preliminary results of
the study suggest that the University is succeeding in
its goal not to force Catholicism on students, and it
also suggests that there may be a problem with the
structure ofcertain Religious Studies classes. "
"The Jesuit world vision encourages the idea that
critical academic study is inherently worthwhile-even in
matters offaith. Especially in matters offaith."

"If what Dr. Kane says is true, then over one-third
of the student body is not considered for classes that
they are required to take (35 percent ofstudents are not
Catholic and all students must take R.S. 200 plus
another Religious Studies course). If Fr. Sheeran is
accurate regarding students' lack ofunderstanding of
Catholicism, than the number ofstudents not considered
in some preliminary Religious Studies classes rises
markedly. Ifprofessors in R.S. 200 assume that the
majority of their students have an adequate
understanding ofthe Catholic faith, and then, in the
Jesuit tradition, encourage their students to deeper
levels ofreligious questioning, the professor runs the
risk that the student may be academically unprepared
for such a process. "
"It seems from this study thus far that Regis
University generally lives up to the beliefnot to impose
religion... It also appears that there may be a serious
misunderstanding ofthe student body regarding religion
andfaith, especially in the Religious Studies
department "

''

''

examination that Kane and Lumpp value so
much is impossible without the basics. The
University could require classes in Catholic
basics, but as Lumpp believes this could be
even more detrimental to the mission of the
University. Regis could just simply do nothing
and leave the religious and spiritual aspects of
students' experience the way it is. But then the
University risks not living up to Sheeran's call
of "inviting but not imposing."
The only solution comes from student
initiative. A new Catholic Studies tract is being
designed for students in future semesters
(awaiting approval). The new set of courses is
designed to cater to the interests of the
growing numbers of Catholic and non-Catholic
students at Regis who express the desire to
know more about the Catholic faith.
There is no easy answer to these questions
at a school that balances so many different
roles-Catholic, Jesuit, secular, financial,
academic, social, and religious--at the same
time. Professors recognize that the student
body is becoming more diverse in some ways
and the school tries to reflect these changes.
When trying to present Catholicism as inviting,
the school runs into endless questions about
the practical ways of actually doing it
"Catholicism is much more than 'you can do
this, you can't do that' That kind of mentality
is childish," Lumpp said. "How can we help
Catholics understand they belong to something
unimaginably rich? If they want to take that
seriously, the resources they have to pull on are
enormous."

AIDS awareness no 'Secret' at Regis
by Christy McFadden
On Wednesday, January 27, Choices
include:
and Residence Life sponsored the Secrets
Choice Although many people know
production, specifically designed to address
the facts of AIDS transmission, they do not
AIDS awareness in a variety of ways.
necessarily act based on that knowledge.
Secrets is an educational theatre
Choosing to be safe means deciding ahead of
program based on true stories for young
time how to act when faced with a situation
adults. According to Kaiser
that is potentially risky.
Permanente, the company in
Vulnerability Many
charge of production of the play,
people think that AIDS happens
Secrets "speaks to teens in their
only to other people. Secrets
demonstrates that everyone is
r,
u
own language by using music,
humor, and emotional drama"
l"'eOp e Onen 0
vulnerable, regardless of age,
The centerpiece of the entire
gender, race, or sexual
program is the live theatre
orientation.
production based on true stories.
Friends -Friendship is the
basis of long-lasting
th st0
The play
followswhoehas ry
of Eddie,
a teenager
relationships. It is also one of
"shared a needle a couple of
the most direct sources of social
times" and put himself at risk for
pressure.
mv infection. The audience
Secrets People often do
watches as his girlfriend, his
not admit even to themselves,
father, and a chain of unknown
In
much less reveal to others, that
people all figure into his story.
they have engaged in behavior
The main characters model
that might put them at risk for
positive decision-making skills,
AIDS.
abstinence, and resisting peer
U.S. News & World Report
called Secrets "Perhaps the most
pressure. "Throughout the
presentation, the message of
provocative and effective AIDS
abstinence from both sexual
instruction ...The story of a teen
behavior and drug use is
who shared a few needles and
encouraged but not preached,"
inadvertently affects other teens,
Secrets uses young-adult actors and teen
according to Sally Spencer-Thomas, Regis
University Personal Counselor.
dialogue to impart an AIDS message that is
Secrets gives facts about AIDS
two parts abstinence,and one part condom
use."
transmission and prevention, exposes
Prior to the performance, Regis' own
common prejudices and misperceptions
peer theatre group "Unmasked!" held an
about the epidemic, and provides basic
open house in the Coors Life Directions
information for young adults who are faced
Center classroom. The open house included
with the pressures of drugs and sexual
activity in the age of AIDS.
a free dinner and a chance to mingle with the
As an AIDS awareness program,
Secrets cast
Secrets covers a controversial topic and
To get tested for mv, contact your
raises issues that some may find sensitive.
physician or call an AIDS hotline to find the
The play presents to young adults, in a franlc
closest anonymous test site (see insert box).
and honest way, the risk involved in mv
To get more information about AIDS, call 1800-342-2437. To get more information
transmission and models risk-reducing
about the Secrets play, call 303-344-7259 or
behaviors.
contact Spencer-Thomas at x4323.
Themes and topics of the presentation
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f:ACT~ ABOUT

HIV/AID~
Currently 1 in 250 Americans has the
AIDS virus. It is anticipated that every
person in the United States will know
someone who has JilV/AIDS within the next
few years.
Over 90% of all JilV cases are
heterosexually transmitted; new infections are
increasing more among heterosexuals and
female.
AIDS is the 6th leading cause of death
among people 15 to 24.
JilV is spread through blood, vaginal
fluids, semen, mother's breast tnilk, and preejaculation fluid.
You cannot get JilV through such casual
contact as sneezing, coughing, shaking hands,
toilet seats, eating utensils, telephones, office
equipment or furniture, touching someone
with the virus or insect bites.
Colorado law states that the mv
antibody test results remain confidential. You
do not need a parent's consent to get tested.
FREE ANONYMOUS
CONFIDENTIAL TESTING SITE: Denver
AIDS Prevention at 605 Bannock, Denver.
Walk-in testing Tuesday through Thursday
8:00am- 3:15pm. Phone number for more
information 303-436-7220.
Source: "Colorado Responds to
JilV?AIDS" an educational brochure
published by the AIDS Coalition for
Education
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1989 vs. 1998
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You know the old adage, "the more the
world changes ... " blah, blah, blah. A
brief trip down memory lane exposes
the changes over the decade.

I

By Melissa Chavez
In a rushed, sleep-deprived, intoxicated,
or otherwise state of mind, it only takes a
quick shuffle of the numbers to seemingly
alter the space-time continuum. More simply
put, mixing up your numbers could turn 1989
into 1998, but the differences and similarities
between these two years reach far beyond
numbers.
In 1989, Americans wanted to be where
everybody knew their name. "Cheers" was
primetime and "Roseanne" was in its first
season. Teased hair and neon colors were the
craz.e. Tumultuous hair was only the
beginning. Aqua net sales were huge.
California rolled jeans were de rigueur. Rap
was something new in 1989. MC Hammer
pants were the fashion statement of the times.
The Broncos were AFC champs, facing a
third Super Bowl try with quarterback John
Elway.
1989 was an eventful year that had
plenty of headline news. The Exxon Valdez
spilled 11 million tons of crude oil into
Alaska's Prince William's Sound.
Environmental activists and human rights
activists alike had their hands full.
Tiananmen Square in Beijing was the
meeting place for over 150,000 Chinese

demonstrators demanding democratic reform.
Twenty-five hundred of the rallying Chinese
teachers, students, and workers were later
killed. George Bush was president.
One of the biggest events of 1989 was
the fall of the Iron Curtain as the Berlin wall
fell.
1998 was also a year of action. Iraq was
bombed. The U.S. economy moved ahead
and the unemployment rate dropped. Hong
Kong returned to Chinese rule. Natural
disasters, like Hurricane Mitch and Hurricane
George, made headlines for their hits on
Central America and the Caribbean.
President Bill Clinton during his second term
in office found himself plagued by scandal.
Roseanne, previously retired from her
succesful sitcom run, premiered a talk show
in 1998. It was the year when Seinfeld said
goodbye and the world said goodbye to Ole'
Blue Eyes. It was cool to watch Friends.
Earth tones were chic. Platform heels
returned to style. And the Broncos returned
to the Super Bowl with Elway; this time for a
win.
Be careful, for a slip of the hand can
take you from an '89 gray power suit to a pair
of'98 tom jeans.
·

Attention Job Seekers!
On campus Interviewing is here!
Companies coming this semester to interview and recruit
Regis students include:

Sun Microsystems
Arrow Electronics
Enterprise Kent-A-Car
Delta Airlines

.

Sun Life of Canada
•• .AND MANY MOREii

The companies coming are hiring for various positions and all
majors are welcome.
Come to Career Services (x3508) in the Life Directions
Center for more information.
Interested people must sign up and have a resume on file to
be considered.

DON'T DELAY AS DEADLINES ARE
APPROACHING!

Why Y2K warrants attention
cont from pg. 1
the difference between the year 1900 and the
the time-clock systems didn't work." Many of
year 2000 they see them both as 00. The
the smaller banks and power companies have
not taken aggressive action. Some businesses
problem can not be fixed quickly, a
programmer must go through line by line and
say the cost is simply prohibitive. Others do
search for each use of a date or the whole
not seem to believe Y2K can effect them.
program may freeze. Failing that,
Therefore, many banks recommend that
incompliant programs must be replaced at
clients contact their local branches and
often exorbitant prices. In addition, many
inquire about Y2K compliance.
machines have "embedded chips" with the
Information Technology Services has
same two digit problem. There are about 25
made significant efforts to prepare Regis.
million of these "embedded chips" toiling
The University created a plan to address the
away in America and it is estimated that at
problem in September of 1997. As of today
least 10% will fail on New
all the software on the server
Year's Day. These chips cannot
treats dates "internally"
Chrysler
be repaired and would have to
viewing them not as a date at
be replaced.
conducted a all instead translating them into
These chips keep our VCRs
a code. According to J.D.
on time, our clocks ticking, the
Y2K test. The Shaball the only problems the
phones ringing, the ATMs
University systems expect to
cashing and gas flow regulated.
encounter is in old 286 or 386
Chairman
said:
Now if a VCR can't be
computers that some
programmed, that obviously is
departments still use.
"Nobody could Otherwise,
not a big problem. But if no one
they are in the
in Denver, or some place really
get out of the process of checking all the
cold, like Minnesota, can't get
desktop machines in the labs
heat, that is a problem. The
and in all the departments but
plant. The
same thing could happen with
expect no problems. "Most of
the phones, which constitute the
the computers are new enough
securiiy
bulk of emergency response
that they will not experience a
networks. Worse still, electric
problem," said Shaball.
system
plants are dependent on these
Associate Vice President
"embedded chips" as are a lot of
in charge of Information
absolutely shut Technology Services Peter
automated factories. If the
power goes off or Ford stops
Greco also commented on the
producing vehicles, that would
down ... and YOU problem. According to Greco,
have serious effects on people's
Regis is purchasing a generator
daily lives and the economy. In
obviously
that would allow them to keep
addition, COBOL was the
Regis' networks operational
primary programming language
couldn't have even if the main Denver power
for the Department of Defense
grid fails. He said that their
and the rest of the government
paic;j people, plan calls for testing of the
for many years. Institutions like
bulk of the University systems
NORAD in Colorado Springs
because the over the summer so they can
use many "embedded chips." It
spot any remaining bugs. Greco
is a very real possibility that if
also pointed out that there will
time-clock
something is not done, national
be no students here on January
security could be impaired and
systems didn't first of next year so, ifin fact
the country might have serious
the University systems do
difficulty defending itself on
experience
problems, they have
work."
New Year's.
about two weeks to solve the
Action is being taken. The US
problem before the students return.
government has budgeted, to date, $7.2
Realistically, many people in the ITS
billion dollars to fix the problem and that
offices feel that the problem is partly over
number is growing daily. AT&T expects to
blown in order to make some consulting
spend $600 million and Merrill Lynch $400
firms and lawyers a lot of money. There may
million to address the problem. Most of the
be problems but they probably won't be the
larger banks and companies have begun to
end of the world. The evidence tends to
address the problem. For instance, Chrysler
agree. The bulk of essential systems are
conducted a Y2K test and the Chairman said:
being protected. However, it does not hurt to
"Nobody could get out of the plant. The
be cautious.
security system absolutely shut down and
wouldn't let anybody in or out. And you
obviously couldn't have paid people, because
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Hype highly overrated
New Year's Eve 1999 is nothing but the turn
of the millennium. Face it.
1999. Our collective fascination and
anticipation of the millennium is not a recent
phenomenon. The bizarre sy~bol formerly
known as Prince sang about tt only a decade
ago. But travel back many centuries and recall
Nostradamus, who was once recorded as
foretelling a dark-skinned man with a blue
turban would take over the world at the mark
of the millennium. And you thought the '60s
were psychedelic? Not only have scientists
and scholars offered predictions on the
coming event, but so have contemporary
icons such as David Lettennan. In an ongoing segment this year on "Late Night,"
Letterman offers his year 2000 predictions. In
his infinite wisdom, he predicts, "agents and
managers will take over the world," and
"there will be explosions."
Furthermore, all this computer
commotion has gotten out of hand. Y2K has
become more than a noun. Y2K now
signifies a potentially disastrous period of
time. Pretty soon, corporate officers across
America will be saying, "Bob, you sure
Y2K'd that conference call!"
For some 1999 is an event of titanic
proportions. It carries with it feelings of
future success, abounding possibilities, and
limitless opportunities. But is all this hype out
of control?
For all the pomp and circumstance
surrounding the impending tum of the
century, here's one pressing question: Will
Dick Clark make it to '99? He looks sharper
than ever. When reruns of"American
Bandstand" run on VHl it's disconcerting
how similar the young Dick Clark is to the
old. Only time w ill tell if his fountain-ofyouth lasts until December.
This brings us to the issue of time. What
is time anyway? What does this intangible,
abstract notion have to do with real life?
Nothing. Sure, it's important for the stock

by Jeff Keating

market, plane flights, network television,
anyone constrained by market economics, and
American Senators hoping to be re-elected,
but other than that, who cares? Time is
arbitrary. When it's Tuesday in Kansas City
it's Wednesday in Perth, Australia Does an
apocalypse wait a day to hit the other side of
the hemisphere? All these predictions about
the end of the world have never addressed this
minor setback.
What's so predictable about time
anyway? The Rolling Stones once believed
that time was on their side. Then who's going
to be fighting for the rest of us come the
millennium? Eternity, Death, Fate, and
Destiny all seem booked up.
As we draw closer to the millennium,
can we tell what perceptions of the changing
reality will serve as anchors for our economic,
social, psychological, and political wellbeing? Can sanity be discerned in a world
where intelligent mathematicians take their
mortal lives in the hope that they will ride the
coattails ofa comet? Is 1999 the end of the
world?
Let's take a look at some historical proof
that change does not happen quickly. Rome
wasn't built in a day. Christianity took a few
centuries to gain some momentum. And
almost 80 years after the passage of women's
suffi"age, women still represent a·minority of
those holding office in Washington.
What can be made of all the hype, the
predictions, and the anticipation? ls it all
manufactured by Big Brother? No. This will
be just another New Year's Eve. Most of us
will go to a bar, or club, house party, casino,
or exotic beach and make this New Year's Eve
one to remember, whil~ forgetting all the hype
of Y2K, end of the world, and Armageddon.
In the words of the artist formerly known as
Prince: "We'll party like it's 1999."
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SPS student's remarks excite oodergrad's
experience with Jesuit mission & teachings
by Paul Woody
Welcome to America
lawsuits? What kind of law
This is America, is it not?
takes place in this country
You know, the country that
without lawsuits. Trials are
embodies freedom, justice,
the basis of the legal system.
and all that stuff. We still live
Ms. Johnson then begins to
in that country under these
give her readers a scary
possibly misguided
picture of what this country
assumptions, right? Well,
would be like if she was our
could someone please
tyrannical dictator. Please get
introduce such fundamental
a load of this:
ideologies to a student in our
"I would require that
women on welfare would
School for Professional
have to get a Norplant
Studies? Ms. Erica Johnson
following the delivery of their
has demonstrated some of the
second child. How about
most misguided thinking on
sterilization after their third
the social problems of our
child on welfare? Sounds
society by writing an article
that some might call a
good to me. Besides, I am
monstrosity. The ideals posed
paying for these children's
care...
in the article "Prisoners Have
Let us start off with the
More Rights Than The
obvious. Okay women, if you
Average Citizen," which
appeared in the Highlander on
lose your job, the government
December 7th, show
gets the right to limit the
number of children you have.
absolutely no logical thinking
Why? Because Johnson is
behind them. Thus, not only
paying for them. They are
as a liberal, but also as an
not yours anymore, they are
educated human being who
ours. How about that? Just
believes that all life is
because you lost at the unfair
valuable, I must respond to
game of capitalism, you
what I see as ignorant raving.
forfeit all rights to your
Johnson actually
family and your body.
proposes that people have too
many rights. She claims,
However, this fits our
constitution as long as we
"People cannot function
without having to consider the cross out all the parts in
implication of legal action in
which we talk about a little
word called "freedom."
almost any situation." She
Before taking away the
continues by complaining
freedom of a significant
about civil suits involving
percentage of American
personal injury. She implies
women, study the reasons
that there are too many laws
why those people are on
protecting those who are
welfare. What can you do to
injured through negligence.
better the lives of these
Pray that Johnson is never
people? Aie you part of the
injured. I wonder if she ever
problem? These people are
considered the fact that
just like you, Johnson,
although there may be a few
defender of human rights.
frivolous cases that are
Need I mention that there are
brought to light, a majority of
medical studies that link
the thousands of cases of
Norplants to cancer, not to
wrongfully injured people are
start another debate. And
actually legitimate? Let me
sterilization? Like welfare is
address the direct example
a terminal illness from which
that Johnson gives us. She
no one ever recovers. So, just
complains of the ability to sue
take away nature's greatest
if you are bit by someone
gift to women, the beautiful
else's dog, yet I am sure that
ability to bring life into this
Johnson is aware that attacks
world.
by dogs who have been
Finally, let us look at our
neglected or irresponsibly
legal system under the
cared for can have maiming
inspired guidance of Johnson.
effects, even fatal ones.
All capital offenders
This example is simply
convicted of capital crimes
the complaint of someone
will be escorted straight from
who looks only at the minute
the courtroom to their death
minority of situations, instead
bed located in a treatment
of at the vast majority of
room just a few feet away.
cases in which people are
There they will "save
vindicated for their losses.
taxpayers dollars" by being
The part that should concern
lethally injected. Spare us
anyone who is concerned with
from people who reduce the
properly educating our adult
lives of others into dollars
Masters students is the second
signs. We need to learn to
half of the trash that was
value other's lives as much as
published. After using almost
our own. We are nowhere
two columns of perfectly
good paper complaining about near powerful enough to
decide whose life is worth
the number of lawsuits,
keeping and whose is not. I
Johnson goes on to say,
realize, Johnson, that the
"Besides lawsuits, I'm amazed
aecision is easy when you arc
that this country doesn't have
the one doing the judging,
stricter laws." Besides

but think for just a moment
how fair it would seem when
some other person with no
more worth than you decides
that your life is not worth
keeping. Trust me, you will
change your mind. Do not
buy into the idea that law is
God. The law of this land is
humbly human. It was made
by humans, and it is
administered by humans, all
of whom are as imperfect as
you and me and Carla Faye
Tucker. As soon as you make
the laws that are as imperfect
as the humans that administer
them, powerful enough to
decide the value of someone's
life, then you have made a
grave mistake. To not give
humans eve.ry chance to save
their lives is a sin. Are you
aware of the way that racial
movements use the death
penalty as a mechanism of
hatred? Aie you aware of the
gross inadequacies of the
legal representation for those
accused of capital crimes?
Aie you willing to take the
life of an innocent person to
save your tax dollars? Aie
you aware that even your tax
dollars are being wasted by
this form of punishment The
cost of keeping a prisoner in a
maximum security cell for a
year is $20,000. A 50-year
sentence easily costs
$1,000,000. An outrageous
amount I am sure you say.
However, go ahead and add
up the bill for a typical capital
case and the punishment that
accompanies it and the price
triples. Take away all the
appeals you say. Fine, then
take away a form of the legal
systell.) that believes that
people have the right to prove
themselves innocent But hey,
so you kill a few. Keep in
mind the same legal system
that protects murders protects
you. There is no way to just
take away the rights of the
people you think deserve to
lose them without losing your
own rights.
There is a part at
the end of Johnson's
manifesto where she says,
"And I'm all for individual
rights. We just need to
understand that education and
a willingness to be open to
other ideas is essential."
Good point Johnson. Please
do just that Unlock your
mind and see that maybe you
have not got it all figured out.
Please join our undergraduate
classes in which we are
shown the tragic dangers of
the close-minded thoughts
you have portrayed as fix-all
truths. And lastly, go and
look up the meaning of
individual rights.
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Sink your teeth into this

Bang for your
Buck. That is exactly
3609W32nd what you get at Bang!
- A newfangled
Ave. (between
restaurant just off the
Lowell Boulevard corner of 32nd and
and Meade St.) Lowell. Brothers
Chris and Jeff Oakley
Denver, CO
along with their friend
(303) 455-1117 Cissy Lin run this
Rating: Awonderfully simple
restaurant. With
bright yellow, blue and red walls, no
reservations, a little more than 20 chairs and
some self-service this is not your parent's
restaurant.
Order soup, a salad, an entree, or dessert you can't go wrong at this restaurant. The
cooks, Jeff and Cissy, work with a small menu
where no detail is overlooked. The menu
satisfies vegetarians along with meat gobbling
flat-landers, like myself
It is a toss up whether to start your meal
with creamy-smooth Caesar, or the zesty
Spinach salad. Salads are $3.50 for a small
and for $6.00 you can try a large salad (a meal
in itself). If you can't make up your mind
between the salads, not to worry, just have one
of their rich and delectable soups. Also, the
pre-dinner bread that they serve is tops:
American favorites like the meatloaf and
the pork roast are given a new identity at
Bang. The meatloaf ($8.50), made from pork
sausage, has to be their best offering. The
hunk of loaf sits atop enough mashed potatoes
to appease any Irishman. A slight
augmentation to the menu happens daily in the
form of the Special of the Day. These are
always a treat! Experiments from mushroom
raviolis to pork roast slices smothered in a
homemade mustard sauce happen commonly
and are irresistible.
After dinner enjoy one of their desserts.
with a hot cup of coffee. If you would rather
have an after dinner drink or one with dinner Bang is not the best place for you. For, their
lack of a liquor license is the only downfall to
this restaurant
Bang! combines some of the best food in
Denver with a surprisingly small check at the
end of the meal. No item on the menu
exceeds $10. Prices like that are even cheap
enough for college students!
- Jim Magoonaugh

Bang!

Don't drive by
Highlands Garden
Cafe. It is easy to
miss this local eatery.
Set in two Victorian
style houses, it blends
3927W32nd right into the 3900
Ave (at Perry
block of 32nd Street.
Inside,
diners find a
St.) Denver, CO
cozy romantic setting
(303) 458-5920 that is enhanced once
Rating: A
the wine and food
begin to flow.
Each evening, Chef Patricia Perry writes
a new menu that serves up a dish for
everyone. She prepares fish, fowl, and meats
fresh from the market. Each is cooked and
presented with even fresher ingredients. The
just-snipped herbs come straight from her
garden, which grows atthe front of the
restaurant.
The wide array of tropical fish is
definitely Perry's specialty. Yahoo!!! - is what
you will exclaim after you try her light Wahoo
fish dish ($13.00) served with a mango salsa.
And you could definitely dive into her slightly
breaded Mahi-Mahi ($14.50). These dishes
are only two, out of at least ten, exquisite
entrees that grace her menu nightly.
Before the main dish try a mixed greens
salad ($6.00) with greens as plentiful as the
superb entrees at Highlands Garden. This
salad is lightly covered in lime vinaigrette that
brings out the flavor of the greens. Don't fill
up on the salad, for all the entrees are served
with at least two small side dishes.
After dinner do not miss the peanutbutter pie ($4.50), it's richer than Bill Gates
himselfl I bet you will find a way to eat it, I
always do. The cheesecake served with fresh
fruit ($4.50) will also tempt your taste buds.
The servers, who may come off as a bit
arrogant, are very knowledgeable about both
the food and the wine. Ask the server for
only a glass of wine that will compliment
your dinner best. The wines that dominate the
list, from California to Italy, do not come
cheap at Highlands Garden. The only part of
Perry's restaurant that is undoubtedly flawed
is her Bloody Mary - a restaurant that has so
much class should find a better recipe for such
a classic drink.
- Jim Magoonaugh

Highlands
Garden
Cafe

Is Television Really in Color????
By Melissa Chavez
E.R, Friends, Frasier, Just Shoot Me, and
reality of the United States. The smaller
Veronica's Closet What is similar about these
networks, United Paramount Network (UPN)
shows, and which one of them is not like the
and Warner Bros.(WB), air twice as many
others? All are in the top five prime time
shows with ethnic themes and are also
television programs according to the Nielsen
responsible for the lack of fuU color
ratings. All are relatively entertaining shows.
representation in television.
All are aired on NBC. Now, on to the thing
The average American spends 3 hours
that makes one of them different. E.R is the
and 44 minutes watching television daily.
only show on this list, in fact it is the only
Fifty-four % of children from 4- 6 would
show in the top 20, in which a variety of
rather watch TV than spend time with their
minority characters get some reasonable screen fathers. Television has become a medium that
time and character development
affects people, even if subconsciously, on a
Friends and Just Shoot Me, like many
daily basis.
shows, are set in New York City. Each half
According to a study released by an
hour the million-dollar question surfaces. Why
Oakland-based, national children's advocacy
are so few of television's main characters
group, children are picking up on the racial
people of ethnic backgrounds? A substantial
inequality of television programming. The
number of the 17.9 million people living in
study concludes that children think it is
New York are non-Caucasian. In addition,
important to see their own race on television.
minorities are rarely seen socializing with
Aside from the stereotypical effect of
minority characters. It is important to note that television, there is a need for television that
minorities do appear on television, even if it is
reflects the true nature of the population of the
most commonly as a delivery person, waiter,
United States.
or delinquent.
Each passing prime time answers the
The big three - NBC, CBS and ABC -million-dollar question in the same hollow
are not the only networks to distort the racial
way ... with a resounding silence.
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Sound Bites
A= Amazing! A must boy.
B=Top notch! Talee a good listen; You will probably enjoy iL
C = Okay! This will be appreciated If you like the genre.
D= It's possible If you are a fan of the group.
F= Stay away! It will soon be 99 cents.

"100%

"100% Colombian" by the Fun Lovin' Criminals is great background
,, music; the album's very laid-back and relaxing. The new release is their
OI11.lJian sophomore album, following in the footsteps of"Come Find Yourself''.
Fun Lovin' "100% Colombian" was written during FLC's last tour, and recorded in
New York. BB King makes a guest appearance on the track "Mini Bar
Criminals Blues," which is fantastic. During their three year absence from the studio
Virg?1 Records FLC's sound has changed from "Less 'Scooby' and more groovy". Their '
Rating': B
newest release is a relaxing mixture of Blues and funk grooves.
1 •

CoI

"Supernatural11

• Many bands have ex~ined spiritual ~sues, de Talk has taken this
notion to new lengths, both m the commercial terms and depth of
de Talk
artistic exploration. "We're very open about our Christian faith," says
Virgin Records Toby McKeehan, "but when we make our records we want to create a
C
musical experience that anyone can immerse themselves in. One of our
Rating:
goals is to encourage listeners to question themselves and to seek out
truth." "Supernatural" is de Talk's fifth album. The album is mediocre, and it was to soft for me. I
strongly suggest that you listen to the album before you purchase it.

At First Sight

Io the last 200
years only twenty
Starring: Va.i
blind people have
Kilmer, Mira
regained sight And
· N th
Virgil Adamson,
S orvina,
a an p Iayed by "al
v, Kilm er,
Lane
is about to become
Rating: Bone of them. Virgil
lost his sight at a very
young age and can only remember seeing one
specific object from his childhood, but can not
recall what it W1!5. Virgil Adamson leads a
simple life as a masseur in a small, safe upstate
New York town where everyone knows him
and he knows everyone. He meets Amy Benic,
Mira Sorvino, when she comes into his parlor,
and discovers she is a stressed-out architect
from Manhattan. Virgil falls in love with
Amy. Ultimately, this leads to his life-changing
•

, 1

to

decision to go under the knife and try a
procedure that could restore his sight. After
undergoing the experimental surgery, he was
thrust into a world of objects without meaning.
Because he lost his sight at such an early age,
he has no idea what even an apple looks like.
His reality is totally changed. He must learn
what a mirror is, what glass walls are, and
decipher pictures of objects from the real
things. As Vrrgul fights to understand his
complex new world, he loses sight of what he
wanted in the first place.
Oliver·Slacks is a renowned physician
and author of An Anthropologist on Mars, the
best-selling book that "At First Sight" was
based on. "At First Sight" is interesting
because it is rare that a movie comes along that
not only is a good film but also challenges
your own sense of reality.

movies-?

~at at res-tauranh?

to

CDS?

Then, you have the makings to be an
Entertainment columnist or reviewer.

Call Patrick Porshe at *5391 for more info.

\
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'Road rules' don't exist for Spring Break escapes

+=LASH

Then, you have the
calling of a
photographer for
the Regis
Highlander.

Call *5391 for more
info.

Though it seems in the distant
future, there is no problem with
planning ahead. Cheap airfare.
Great hotel rates. An all-around
package deal. Spring Break, an
American tradition dating back to
the 1950s of sun, fun, and nonstop partying!
When making spring break
plans people's ideas vary. Here are
a few suggestions depending on
the desired outcome: SUN,
SNOW, or 1HE ROAD.
SUN! This seems to be a
favorite choice for spring breakers
around the world. Places such as
Padre Island and Cancun have
become party havens for out-ofcontrol spring breakers for the past
decade. And with the great
package deals that circulate over
the Internet, they are cheap also.
Other vacation spots such as

by Sarah Riney
Daytona Beach, Jamaica, and
Alps in Switzerland if a journey
Maz.atlan are included in these
of this caliber is foreseeable in the
allotted week of spring break. But
package deals. These program
seriously, the US offers a variety
packages include airfare,
of ski/snowboard venues from
accommodations, meal plans and
what they call "party packages,"
Maine to California. Rumor has it
which include arranging clubs to
Lake Tahoe is one of the best, not
"party" at and alcohol, plus other
only for the snow but also for the
events. They also give those who
nightlife. There is always Utah,
participate in the package deal
which is not too far away and is
one of Colorado's biggest
discounts on excursions such as
competitors in the ski industry.
the famous "booze cruise,"
restaurants, and water sports. Two
ROAD TRIP! What is more
great websites to check out are
relaxing and financially sound
than to spend spring break on the
icptcom and studentexpress.com.
Remember the earlier spring break road. No itinerary to follow or bars
plans are booked the cheaper the
next door to deplete the cash flow.
rates.
Just a couple of friends on the
SNOW! There are many
road for a week of camping,
hiking, biking, whatever feels
ski/snowboard areas around the
world that offer a new and
good at the time. No public
intoxication or indecent exposure
different terrain to check out.
tickets. Just watch the speed.
There is always the option of the

Either way a speeding ticket is
explainable to the parents unlike
the other two. This option allows
freedom of the road to where ever
the destination may be.
Spring Break can be one of
the best times of a student's life as
long as certain precautions are
made. One, plan ahead. Save the
stress for finals and the money for
something more fun, like arrival to
the destination. Two, be prepared:
sunscreen, goggles, bug repellant
whatever equipment may be
required. Finally, stay with the
group and trY not to drink too
much, being lost and drunk in
unfamiliar territory can be
dangerous. Also, get lots of sleep,
remember it is VACATION!

End of the season equals and of the world for football fanatios
by Jim Magoonaugh
After the Super Bowl there is very little to
look forward to for any football fan. There will
be no football until training camp, and that is
not until August I take that back, there is the
Pro-Bowl in Hawaii, but no one really cares
what happens in that game - except maybe for
AFC fans. Fans of football deal with this
dilemma year in and year out. January is the
greatest time of the year for football fanatics;
however, when the play comes to an end there
is.... Nothing.

Are there other things to do on weekend
afternoons and Monday nights beside watch
football? It doesn't seem possible, but there is a
world worth living in that does not involve
football.
The Rocky Mountains are just out the
back door. There are outdoor sports that even
the biggest couch potato can participate in.
Fishing, for example. Along with fishing, there
are sports like skiing, hiking, and rock
climbing. Whatever sport your heart desires can
be found in these hiUs. Take in the mountains
on cross-countrY skis - it's cheap, easy (even

novice skiers can manage flat tracks) and you'll
never wait in a lift line.
February 1st-7th marks the 86th annual
Steamboat Springs Winter Carnival. This is a
favorite Steamboat tradition that includes
racing, ski jumping, chariot racing, a parade
and the only skiing high school band in the
U.S. There are mountain-based events like this
throughout the entire winter and early spring.
So quit crying about the end of football season
and trY something new. Get off that couch and
have some fun. I will join you as soon as the
Pro-Bowl is over!
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Regis effort
denied 70-59 in
loss to UNK
by T.J. Ceja
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1998-99
Men's Basketball Home

8chedule

by T.J. Ceja
2/3
2/6
2/11

Nebraska-Kearney's Darcy Stacke,
RMAC's leading scorer, was too much as her
squad beat Regis 70-59 in the Regis
Feildhouse before winter break. Stacke had a
game high of 24 points to lead all scorers.
Although they lost, three Regis players scored
in double digits. Jeni Roeder led the Regis
scoring with 14 points followed by teammates
Kristy Brautigam (13), and Katie Beamon with
lO points.
Regis was down early and could never
recover from the deficit Regis was down in
the first pe.riod by the score of 25-7 at the 9:28
mark and trailed at the half by the score of 352 l. The closest Regis came was by cutting the
score to 38-26 in the second half, but that 12point margin was as close as the Rangers

Regis hangs on for big win over UNK

2/13
Mines*

Regis @ Chadron State
Colorado Christian*
1:00 p.m.
Metro State*
5:30 p.m.
Colorado School of

3:00 p.m.

1998-99

Women's Basketball Home

8chedule

2/3
2/6
2/11
2/13

Regis @ Chadron State
Colorado Christian*
3:00 p.m.
Metro State*
7:30 p.m.
Colorado School of
Mines*
1:00 p.m.

·
The men's basketball team defeated
Nebraska-Kearney 97-91 on December 19.
"That was a great win for us," said Coach
Lonnie Porter. "We fought and fought and
hung in there until the end. NebraskaKearney is an excellent team and we knew
that, to have any chance, we would have to
outwork them all game. I am proud of the
way we handled ourselves today."
Martin Glasstetter scored 22 points and
David Carey added 20 points as Regis
University stunned Nebraska-Kearney 97-91.
Regis trailed 51-48 at halftime despite
leading by six points three times during the
first half. Nebraska-Kearney took a threepoint lead with 40 seconds to go in the half by
a shot from former Regis player Marcus
Harris. Harris played the previous three
seasons at Regis before transfering to UNK.
He tied teammate Eric Strand for game-high

Men's Basketball

-*RMAC games

came.

Determined coach recovering steadily
by Stephanie Henry
Early last semester the Regis University Cross Country team coach Josefa Benzoni was
involved in a serious car accident. After extensive physical rehabilitation and therapy Benzoni
reports she feels 100% better, both mentally and physically. She looks forward to coaching the
Cross Country team next fall. Benzoni's goal for the fall is to have a team that is ready for
competition early in the season. She stresses the importance of team runners putting in plenty
of training miles over the summer so that they begin the fall season strong. Lastly, Benzoni
thanks this year's team for their great group attitude and hard work. She hopes many of them
will return next year.

Women's Basketball

Nebraska-Kearney
Fort Hays State
Metro State
Regis
Chadron State
Colorado Christian
Colorado Mines
(as of January 11,

Wins

Losses

8
6
5
4
3
2
2

0
2
3

00,.

1.000
.750
.625

3

.571

4
6
6

.429
.250
.250

scoring honors with 24 points.
The Lopers came out firing as they
extended their lead by nine points at the 12:33
mark of the second half on a three-pointer by
Nate Mohs. Regis began to chip at the lead,
tying the contest 80-80 on a Steve Bentz
layup with 5:24 left in the game. After a foul
on Strand, Glasstetter sunk both ends of a two
shot foul to put the Rangers up 82-80. Regis
would not surrender the lead again, extending
it to as much as seven on a Glasstetter jumper
at the 1:29 mark to make the score 89-82.
Glasstetter scored eight points in the last
seven minutes of the game. Carey converted
two key three-pointers in the same span, the
last giving Regis an 85-80 lead with 4:05
remaining in the contest. Carey added a
game-high seven assists and was key for
Regis defensively, with a game-high five
steals.

Wins

losses

13
8
10
8
3
6
4

1
7
5
6
11
8
10

00,.

.929
.533
.667
.571

.214
.429
.286

Metro State
Nebraska-Kearney
Fort Hays State
Regis
Chadron State
Colorado Mines
Colorado Christian

Wins

~

7
6
6

1
2
2

5

2
4
6
7

3
2
1

&
.875
.750
.750
.714
.429
.250
.125

Wins
13
12
10

9
5
6
4

.

I'

'

&.

2
3
5
4

.867
.800
.667

8

.385
.400
.267

9
11

.692

(as of January 11, 1999)

Do You Go to Sporting
f;vent~ at Regi~?
The Higlander is in search of someone who would
like to write about Regis sport's teams. Hyon
are interested, please call us at *5391 .

1999)

Take a Trip this SODIDler with Regis!
1:

~

AUSTRALIA: AUGUST 8 - 25
GEOLOGY OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK:
JUNE 14 - 19
IRELAND: JULY 20 - AUGUST 7
ITALY: MAY 24 - JUNE 2
LONDON: MAY 16 - 24
MEXICO CITY: 3 SESSIONS
6 WEEKS JUNE 4 - JULY 17
6 WEEKS JUNE 21 - AUGUST 5
4 WEEKS JUNE 21 - JULY 22
MOUNTAIN, FORESTS, DES ER TS AND SEAS: MAY 14 For More Information Call Office of Summer Session 458-4968
or Stop in Loyola 12

21
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George Brett's induction into the Baseball Hall of
Fame triggers anticipation for the up-coming season
by Paul Woody
Over the Christmas break, a candidate
won an election. An idol has been recognized.
George Brett, who spent twenty years with the
Kansas City Royals, was elected to the
Baseball Hall of Fame along with Pitcher
Nolan Ryan and Mariner Robin Yount. There
is no greater honor for those who swing the
stick. Millions of children across the country
and around the world dream of being given
such a prestigious award.
As for George Brett, he is
the person who made his
team. He was the Royals.
Watching him at
Royals Stadium was like
poetry in motion. It was
loud too. Children and
children-at-heart screamed
every time he went up to
bat. His at-bats weren't
like any other at-bats,
there was always the
· ,
opportunity for something
special to happen. Brett
~
could do what others could
,<'~
4
not. He lived for the
{~
pressure of the moment.
,~
His best games were in
October when he was under the pressure of
elimination, in the heat of the World Series
race. He was a hero, much like John Wayne in
and old Western movie. He was the one who
stood up and made the winning hit. He was
Casey at the bat prior to the strikeout. He was
like heaven at the plate.
Think back and see if you can recall

f\

-1,,\

where you were when the Royals were ahead
of the St Louis Cardinals 11-0 in Game Seven
of the 1985 World Series. For once, Royals
fans could lean back and relax. There wouldn't
be tragedy that day. Then suddenly, Andy Van
Slyk hits a fly ball to left field. Brett runs over
to future Cy Young award winner, Bret
Saberhagen, and motions for him to pause.
The celebration is bubbling forth, but the two
stars repress it as they watch to
make sure the ball settles safely
into Darryl Motley's glove. Then
it happens. Sixteen years of
anticipation, fear, and heartache
come to an end. The most crazy
and improbable World Series in
history comes to an end, and the
team overlooked by so many in
the sports world is on top.
The Kansas City Royals were
the greatest team in Major League
Baseball. People jumped up and
cheered with parents,
grandparents, and friends. Some
set off fireworks in the backyard
or watched the ones from the
stadium just a short distance away.
They felt only joy. The Royals
organization was not a team that seemed
separate from its town. The whole city was
part of them. If they won, the whole town
won. Some parents even pulled their kids out
of class a couple of days later, to join the rest
of the city downtown for the parade. They
waved at the ticker tape covered players in
their convertibles as the parade sauntered down

Main St. They had come to worship. The
church of baseball had sent a messiah to
Kansas City.
Little leaguers vied for Brett's number
five vigorously in the years afterward. It was
the number of a great. There was no one better.
No one else could hit .390 in a season. No one
else could claim batting titles in three decades.
Few could see over 3,000 hits in a career, but
George could. George was a part of Kansas
City. Now, he is honored with all of the other
greats.
No strike can turn the majority of
Americans against this great game and the
hero's that play it No strike can rob the beauty
of this game, played by teams bearing the
names of many proud cities. These teams are
truly American. It is the thing of which
memories and dreams are made. There are
many hero's still playing in the game. Only
two months until the beginning of the most
magical time in sport, and then it will be time
to go worship again.
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sporting events,
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campus activities, or
Regis life.

NEUROSCIENCE CLUB

Informational meeting on Wed.
Feb. 3 at 12:30 in rm 104 of
the Science Building. Topics will
include organization of the club
and information on graduate
school.
Everyone's invited!
There will be free food!

contact the HIGHLANDER
at 964-5391.

•
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The Network is the Computer™
Sun Microsystems will be conducting an Info Session and On-Campus interviews for students in
Computer Science and related disciplines. Learn about opportunities at Sun. Meet Hiring Managers.
WWW.SIIN.COK/JOBS

2/3 - Sun Information Session 5:30 pm- 7:30 pm. Coor's Lite Direction

DEGL~R~

Center- Meditation Room. Pizza and Soda will be served. Prizes.

!~fE~ENDE\Ct

Y0U~

2/4- Enterprise Network Services (ENS) Interviews for UNIX System Administrators.
9:00 am - 3:00 pm. Coor's Life Direction Center. Sign

Up

through the Career Center.

Bookmark us at www.sun.com/CollegeZone.
.,,,
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GOOD WEEKLY INCOME
Processing mail for national
company_! Free supplies and postage!
NO SELLING! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Please rush your long self-addressed
stamped envelope to: MPC,
Suite 391 , 2045 Mount Zion Road
Morrow, GA 30260

PAC presents,

KIVI ROGERS

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you??
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

Thursday,
February 4, 1999

NO GIMMICKS
BXl'RA INCOME NOWI
Envelope Stuffing - $600 - $800
every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

at
the Regis Cafeteria
Doors Open
at
9:00 pm

Service Retreat
Campus Ministry is sponsoring a
service retreat on February 12 - 13.
There will be oppportunities to
serve and reflect as well as to put
yourseH in other people's shoes...get
these dates on your calendar!
Contact Mary O'Neill at *3660 for
more information.

Show

Begins

9:30pm

FREE ADMISSION!
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Love
London
Madrid
Amsterdam
Tokyo

Chile
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Fares
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$391
478

an<fLuck

504
692
999

(423)609-0946
(423)609-0919
(423)558·1197

Coucil on International
Edacalioul Exchange

900 Auraria Parkw2y,TIVOii Bldg., Ste. 203
Denver, CO 80204
Phone: 303-571-0630
Unr.ersity Memorial Center, Rm 164,
Campus Box 207, Boulder, CO 80309
Phone: 303-+H-3232
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Telephone payld Guardino
anytime at
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Fax: (423)609-0921
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A. Che:ck ovt /1brarY books
6. scrape: the: tee: of'f' Yo{)r wmd.shi t:ld
c. sav~ 5d/o on a .svbscnption to t h~ N~ws
o. swap YofJr mfJg shot f'or. th~ o~an'.s
photo on th~ coll~g~ wt:b srt~
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ANSWER=
.
c. Dvh S4Ve 5cf/o on the

oenver R()cK'f M()t1ntain News
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Your student ID can do some ~onderful things

pass at our booth on campus for a great deal, or
call 800..S92-NEWS to get your subscription.
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What's the best thing Yov can
do wlth Yov, stvdent 1Dr

for you. Like scoring a half price subscription to
the Denver Rocky Mountain News. Flash your

Tennessee

.,.

POP QUIZ

ir.
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Denver
Rocky Mountain News
If you live here, you get it."'
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